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our feet towards we slept on the hard iron floor with a cool
breeze on. our faces, and the black sky stabbed with white
stars above us.
Next morning we entered the iron field proper. For hours
we trudged over solid iron, with hardly a score of stunted
trees to the acre. Of grass or reeds there was not a sign. In
some places the rusty-coloured iron floor was almost as
smooth as if one was walking the docks of a battleship, in
others it was broken up into boulders varying from the size
of a cricket bail to huge pieces that must have contained
many hundreds of tons. In answer to my question as to the
depth of the deposit, Mick's hands flung up into the air.
4	j it just goes down and down.    Wait till we come"
to a river again. That's the best indication that we've got.
No drills necessary here. The river shows everything that
she's got.' And with another glance at the compass he
shepherded us away from the path and we clambered over
rocks and past the dead trees until v?q reached the banks of
a wide river. Friday and I weren't a bit interested in iron
until we had stripped off and had a cooler in the icy cold water.
I had the feeling that Mick regarded this bathing business as
a softness one caught through having lived in big cities.
cNow how deep do yuh reckon's that river ? " Mick asked,
as we dried ourselves in the sun.
"About ten feet.5
4 And how high are these banks ?'
'I should reckon about 20 or 30 feet.'
cWell, that's the depth of the iron as far as we know.
:	 knows how much further she goes down below the
bottom of the river.'
The river seemed to cut a channel through the centre of
the field. Along its banks were huge round boulders of iron,
the river bottom was solid iron, and as far as one could see
in either direction up and down the river was iron.
'Wherever a river cuts through it, she's like that,' Mick
offered. 'That's the only indication we've got of her depth.
There's millions and millions of tons of it here.    The 	-
engineers that came here said it's the biggest thing of it$

